Why I Write Short Stories

T

o publish a definitive collection of short stories in one’s
late 60s seems to me, as an American writer, a traditional
and a dignified occasion, eclipsed in no way by the fact that a
great many of the stories in my current collection were written
in my underwear.
This is not to say that I was ever a Bohemian. Hardly a man
is now alive who can remember when Harold Ross edited The
New Yorker magazine, but I am one of these. The Ross editorial queries were genuinely eccentric. In one short story of mine,
I invented a character who returned home from work and
changed his clothes before dinner. Ross wrote on the galley
margin: “Eh? What’s this? Cheever looks to me like a onesuiter.” He was so right. At the space rates he paid, I could
afford exactly one suit. In the mornings, I dressed in this and
took the elevator to a windowless room in the basement where
I worked. Here I hung my suit on a hanger, wrote until nightfall when I dressed and returned to our apartment. A great
many of my stories were written in boxer shorts.
A collection of short stories appears like a lemon in the current fiction list, which is indeed a garden of love, erotic horseplay and lewd and ancient family history; but so long as we are
possessed by experience that is distinguished by its intensity
and its episodic nature, we will have the short story in our literature, and without a literature we will, of course, perish. It
was F. R. Leavis who said that literature is the first distinction
of a civilized man.
Who reads short stories? one is asked, and I like to think that
they are read by men and women in the dentist’s office, waiting
to be called to the chair; they are read on transcontinental
plane trips instead of watching a banal and vulgar film spin out
the time between our coasts; they are read by discerning and
well-informed men and women who seem to feel that narrative
fiction can contribute to our understanding of one another
and the sometimes bewildering world around us.
The novel, in all its greatness, demands at least some passing
notice of the classical unities, preserving that mysterious link
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between esthetics and moral fitness; but to have this unyielding
antiquity exclude the newness in our ways of life would be regrettable. This newness is known to some of us through “Star
Wars,” to some of us through the melancholy that follows a
fielder’s error in the late innings of a ball game. In the pursuit
of this newness, contemporary painting seems to have lost the
language of the landscape, the still-life, and—most important
—the nude. Modern music has been separated from those
rhythms and tonalities that are most deeply ingrained in our
memories, but literature still possesses the narrative—the story
—and one would defend this with one’s life.
In the short stories of my esteemed colleagues—and in a few
of my own—I find those rented summer houses, those onenight love affairs and those lost key rings that confound traditional esthetics. We are not a nomadic people, but there is more
than a hint of this in the spirit of our great country—and the
short story is the literature of the nomad.
I like to think that the view of a suburban street that I imagine from my window would appeal to a wanderer or to someone familiar with loneliness. Here is a profoundly moving
display of nostalgia, vision and love, none of it more than 30
years old, including most of the trees. Here are white columns
from the manorial South, brick and timber walls from Elizabethan England, saltbox houses from our great maritime past
and flat-roofed echoes of Frank Lloyd Wright and his vision of
a day when we would all enjoy solar heating, serene and commodious interiors and peace on earth.
The lots are 1 1⁄ 2 acres, flowers and vegetables grow in the
yards and here and there one finds, instead of tomatoes, robust
stands of cannabis with its feathery leaf. Here, in this victorious domesticity, the principal crop is a hazardous drug. And
what do I see hanging in the Hartshores’ clothes-yard but
enough seasoning marijuana to stone a regiment.
Is forgetfulness some part of the mysteriousness of life? If I
speak to Mr. Hartshore about his cannabis crop, will he tell me
that the greatness of Chinese civilization stood foursquare on
the fantasies of opium? But it is not I who will speak to Mr.
Hartshore. It will be Charlie Dilworth, a very abstemious man
who lives in the house next door. He has a No Smoking sign
on his front lawn, and his passionate feelings about marijuana
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have been intelligently channeled into a sort of reverse blackmail.
I hear them litigating late one Saturday afternoon when I
have come back from playing touch football with my sons.
The light is going. It is autumn. Charlie’s voice is loud and
clear and can be heard by anyone interested. “You keep your
dogs off my lawn, you cook your steaks in the house, you keep
your record player down, you keep your swimming-pool filter
off in the evenings and you keep your window shades drawn.
Otherwise, I’ll report your drug crop to the police and with
my wife’s uncle sitting as judge this month you’ll get at least
six months in the can for criminal possession.”
They part. Night falls. Here and there a housewife, apprehending the first frost, takes in her house plants while from an
Elizabethan, a Nantucket, and a Frank Lloyd Wright chimney
comes the marvelous fragrance of wood smoke. You can’t put
this scene in a novel.
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